
 
 
RECOGNITION OF OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SAFETY DRONE PROGRAM 
 

Name of Department/Agency:  Clovis CA Police Department   
 

Name:  Jim Munro 
 

Email Address:   jamesm@cityofclovis.com 
 

Department URL:  https://www.facebook.com/search/top?q=clovis%20police%20department%20california 
 
How long program in operation?  4 years  Both N/A "Prior to the drone program, our agency would 
commonly call for a helicopter from surrounding agencies. 
 
How many aircraft in program? 25 
 

What types of aircraft in fleet?   DJI M300, 210, Mavic Dual Enterprise, Mavic Pro Phantom 4, Skydio 2, DJI Spark (5), DJI 

Mini (14) Loki 2 - More times than not, the helicopter was not available.  
 

How many remote pilots in program?  13 
 

Do you operate with COA, Part 107 or both?  Both 
 
How has your drone program been innovative for your department?  Since then, we almost always have a drone pilot 
on-duty and they are used daily for outdoor searches and indoor searches.  Gone are the days of using a ""throwbot"" or 
other tools for interior searches.  Our pilots have become extremely skilled indoors and are used frequently.  We have 
13 pilots that are mostly assigned to patrol.  In addition to the patrol drone program, we have a DFR program (just like 
Chula Vista) that has been successful.  We are currently awaiting word from the FAA regarding a BVLOS waiver that 
would potentially allow flights up to 3 miles from the launch point.   
 

How has your drone program enhanced safety for your department?   Instead of sending an officer in first, we typically 

try to send in a drone first.  This enhances the safety of our officers and allows us to have better situational 

awareness.  Our pilots have become skilled in clearing vehicles and buildings allowing our officers to have more 

knowledge before putting themselves in harms way. In addition, we deploy regularly to other cities in our region that 

don't have an established drone program.  Our next door neighbor, a city of 500,000+ regularly calls for a drone 

pilot.  We are happy to assist them any time we can. "Our drones have become an essential tool for our officers.  Just 

like a police K9, it would be hard to live without them these days. 
 



How has your drone program improved operational effectiveness?  Much of the time we no longer need to wait for a 

helicopter or the fire department to check rooftops.  Our SWAT team has found great benefit to having the drones 

available as well.  Every search warrant now has drone (or two) deployed for safety reasons.  Additionally, drones are 

deployed to every major traffic accident and crime scene to assist with overhead photos and video.  We look forward to 

the future of ""nested"" drones throughout our city to help keep our officers and residents safe.   

 

Online Links 

https://cityofclovis.com/police/ "https://www.facebook.com/ClovisPoliceDepartmentCalifornia/videos/uav-

arrest/1108710026147287/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0EHiRd-Xc8 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIOWErhE4iI"      

 

 


